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For over forty years, Itinerario has provided a 
platform for scholars researching the history 
of imperial and global interactions. Published 
for the Leiden University Institute for History 
and mindful of the University’s entangled 
history with empire and colonialism, 
we encourage authors to take a global 
perspective. We aim to publish contributions 
which critically evaluate histories of empires, 
institutions, ideas, and networks across the 
globe, and the ways in which their legacies 
continue to shape the contemporary world. 
Itinerario is committed to sharing the results 
of academic research through a liberal green 
open access policy.
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   is a fully refereed international journal  

published three times a year by leiden university’s institute for History.

itinerario is affiliated with the leiden institute of Area studies (liAs) 

and the forum on european expansion and Global  

interaction (FeeGi) in the usA.

itinerario, founded in 1977, offers a publishing platform for research  

on the history of european expansion in both its Western and  

non-Western contexts, and its impact on World History in general.
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